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      We are repeatedly told that we are in touch. Constant contact with the right person is one of the biggest advantages of 21 century. You can call a person who is hundreds and even thousands miles away from you. At midnight you can find information about tomorrow’s weather or weather forecast  next week or month. The level of development of Science has reached such a high level that more than half of human work is performed by robots or electronic machines.It seems that people finally have time for their personal life. Or, maybe, it is a mistake to think like this?
      Mankind is unable to abandon the devices, which give momentary pleasure, and deprives a person of more important values - the right to protection of their private and personal lives. So, anyone can learn about you more than you're willing to spend.
         First of all, it is your mobile phone. It every second reports, where you are - at home, at work or at the bank, on the street or in the shop. Whatever you do - it's with you, it knows everything about you - who you are, where you sleep or play sports professionally, what movies you want to watch. The only condition is that  your telephone must be switched on, and then a person becomes a point on the map. Find out where he is now it’s only a technical matter. And the only reliable way to escape from observation is to throw your phone away.
        Secondly, any stranger can browse your files to find important information about you in social networks. The experts have urged users of social networks  not to publish too personal information, relying completely on privacy settings. In reality, it doesn’t matter whether you have deleted  message or not - they all are automatically stored in a common database. Previously, all employees of the large’t social network knew the "magic password," which absolutely suited all  the accounts. The modern world has become digital.
       But,  it's not bad at all. It does not mean that you have to throw away your phone, turn off the computer and get back on 100 years to the past. You  just need to know that wherever you are - you are in the sights of special services. And they know exactly who you are.




